TEACHER WORKSHOP AGENDA

Thursday 15 February 2001

KEY LEARNING AREAS AND CIVICS AND CITIZENSHIP

This workshops provides an opportunity for teachers of years 4/5 to plan units for work linking
- Current civics or social science topics
- Information provided through excursions and talks offered as part of the Young Citizens’
  Program
- Outcomes in the new KLA syllabuses
- Resources in schools eg the Discovering Democracy kit.

Facilitator: ……………

Program:

9.00 – 10.00
An overview of the syllabuses, the Young Citizens Program and the materials in the Discovering
Democracy kit.

10.30 – 11.30
Workshop – possible topics or themes to be developed.
Sharing of ideas.

11.30-1.00
Planning workshops. Designing units of work.

1.45-2.30
Sharing of units of work.

2.30-3.00
Refining units of work.

Participants to bring:
- Own lunch
- Syllabus documents for SOSE, Science, HPE, draft Technology, draft Arts
- Discovering Democracy kit and readers
- Overview of civics/social studies units currently used and valued by the school community
- Notebook computer if wanting to preview CD-ROM examples, or word-process units of work.